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ABSTRACT Magnetoencephalographic responses re-
corded from auditory cortex evoked by brief and rapidly
successive stimuli differed between adults with poor vs. good
reading abilities in four important ways. First, the response
amplitude evoked by short-duration acoustic stimuli was
stronger in the post-stimulus time range of 150–200 ms in
poor readers than in normal readers. Second, response am-
plitude to rapidly successive and brief stimuli that were
identical or that differed significantly in frequency were
substantially weaker in poor readers compared with controls,
for interstimulus intervals of 100 or 200 ms, but not for an
interstimulus interval of 500 ms. Third, this neurological
deficit closely paralleled subjects’ ability to distinguish be-
tween and to reconstruct the order of presentation of those
stimulus sequences. Fourth, the average distributed response
coherence evoked by rapidly successive stimuli was signifi-
cantly weaker in the b- and g-band frequency ranges (20–60
Hz) in poor readers, compared with controls. These results
provide direct electrophysiological evidence supporting the
hypothesis that reading disabilities are correlated with the
abnormal neural representation of brief and rapidly succes-
sive sensory inputs, manifested in this study at the entry level
of the cortical auditory/aural speech representational sys-
tem(s).

The specific nature of the neurological deficits that underlie
language learning impairments and reading impairment has
been a subject of intense debate (for review, see refs. 1–5). On
the one hand, it has been argued that at least the substantial
majority of individuals with language and reading impairments
have measurable deficits in their accurate reception of rapidly
changing and rapidly successive acoustic inputs (4–13), man-
ifested by abnormal detection, discrimination, or recognition
of stimuli occurring in rapid succession (11, 14, 15). Many
young children with such early specific language impairments
have difficulties in reading initiation (16–18); it has been
argued that these children are largely synonymous with the
population later identified as reading-impaired. By this con-
troversial view, failure to successfully initiate reading has been
described as a ‘‘bottom-up’’ problem. Because of the poor
resolution of the fine structure in speech, a relatively weak,
unreliable, and abnormally context-dependent processing of
sounds emerges through learning—with later consequent dif-
ficulties in mastering the sound-to-letter correspondences that
underlie facile reading.

On the other hand, it has been argued that because there is
no simple relationship between the structure of acoustic inputs
and the ability to process phonological inputs, and because
most dyslexic individuals ultimately develop facile speech

production and aural speech reception abilities, the relation-
ship of non-speech acoustic deficits to language impairments
and to reading impairments are at best uncertain (refs. 19–21;
for review, see also refs. 2–5 and 16). Failure to successfully
initiate and master reading, by this perspective, is more likely
attributable to a specific cognitive or higher level performance
deficit, for example, to a weakness in a top-down ability to
parse words into their sound parts (‘‘phonological awareness’’),
or to deficits in attention, memory, grammar, or other higher-
level aspects of language processing (22–24).

The present study was designed to further investigate the
acoustic processing abilities of adults who are poor readers, by
using psychophysical and physiological methods. Specifically, it
was designed to determine whether there are differences in
poor-reading vs. normal individuals in their fundamental
cortical processing of brief and rapidly successive acoustic
inputs when compared with normal reading adults. Magne-
toencephalographic (MEG) recordings were employed to as-
say cortical responses because they enabled us to track, with
fine temporal resolution, evoked neuronal responses that
could be localized to the primary auditory cortex and its
immediate environs, i.e., to the entry level of cortical auditory/
aural speech processing system(s).

METHODS

Subjects. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects
in the study. In an experimental group of poor readers, seven
adult subjects (two males, five females, ages 18–42 years) (i)
performed poorly on standardized reading tests (25) of words
(mean 6 SEM 5 83 6 4) or non-words (86 6 7) and (ii) had
poorer than normal performances [,90% accuracy at short
interstimulus intervals (ISIs)] on a variety of psychophysical
tasks measuring perceptual interference between rapidly suc-
cessive stimuli including a temporal ordering task that was
performed while MEG responses were being recorded (see
Fig. 1A). Seven subjects in a control group (two males, five
females, ages 23–41 years) (i) had normal reading scores on
standardized reading tests of words (107 6 2) and non-words
(110 6 2) with no overlap in reading scores between control
and reading impaired populations and (ii) performed the task
of temporal ordering of tone pairs with few errors (.95%
accuracy at 100- or 200-ms ISIs).

Three additional selection criteria were applied to all ex-
perimental and control subjects. (i) All had normal detection
and discrimination thresholds for 250- to 400-ms tones at
frequencies of 800, 1,000, and 1,200 Hz, i.e., across the
frequency range relevant to the behavioral task; (ii) all subjects
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included in these MEG comparison populations had evoked
magnetic field responses both to long and brief tonal stimuli
that had a signal-to-noise-ratio .5 dB (here, noise refers to the
average prestimulus sensor mean data); and (iii) the evoked
magnetic field responses to both long and brief isolated tones
could be accurately spatially localized (model vs. data corre-
lation . 0.95) in all subjects by a single-equivalent current
dipole model to within the known variability of the location of
the primary auditory cortex. Three poor readers and two
control subjects were excluded from experimental and control
population samples on the basis of these latter two criteria.
Their exclusion eliminated the possibility that population
differences could be affected by significant differences in
cortical anatomy.

Subjects from experimental and control groups were
matched for age and gender and exhibited normal hearing and
normal responses recorded in the MEG as described in the

text. Although all of our subjects were in the range of normal
intelligence, we chose not to match experimental and control
populations with respect to nonverbal IQ because IQ–reading
discrepancies increase with age into adulthood and because
there is a growing consensus that an IQ–reading discrepancy
is an invalid basis for defining reading impairment (26–28). At
the same time, extensive parallel measures of auditory signal
reception, IQ, and reading abilities in a population of 106 adult
subjects that included these poor and normal readers have
shown that reading ability is strongly correlated with auditory
reception abilities. This correlation is not accounted for by
variation in IQ (M. Ahissar, A. Protopapas, and M.M.M.,
unpublished data).

Recordings, Stimuli, and Task. During performance on the
temporal ordering task, subjects lay on their right side with
their eyes closed, while concurrent MEG recording was
achieved. All MEG responses reported here were recorded by
using a 37-channel biomagnetometer device (Biomagnetic
Technology, San Diego) centered over the lateral fissure at the
level of primary auditory cortex of the left hemisphere. The
sensor array was positioned over the left temporal area con-
tralateral to the stimulus presentation; to optimally record a
response elicited by a 400-ms, 1-kHz reference tone presented
at approximately 90 dB sound pressure levels. After optimal
placement of the sensors, epochs of 1.5 s (500-ms pretrigger)
were recorded for each trial of a temporal recognition/
ordering task. Trials were triggered on the first stimulus of
each pair, and 100 trials at each ISI were averaged to obtain
an evoked response. Trials at each of the three ISIs were
randomly interleaved, and averaging of artifact-free trials was
performed post hoc. The duration between trials was approx-
imately 2 s and was randomly jittered by 400 ms. Sequential
trial presentations were triggered with time reference to the
response of the subject to a preceding trial. The sampling rate
was 297.8 Hz per channel.

Subjects were presented with pairs of stimuli, each 20 ms in
duration including 5 ms on/off ramps, at each of three different
ISIs (100, 200, and 500 ms). Each stimulus of a pair was at 68
dB SPL and either 800 Hz (low tone) or 1,200 Hz (high tone)
and presented to both ears via headphones. Subjects signaled
which of four possible tone pair sequences (high–high, high–
low, low–high, or low–low) was presented by pressing buttons
strapped to their thighs. Behavioral responses were stored in
a computer. Feedback was provided at the end of each trial by
a light tap on the index finger of the right hand signaling
incorrect responses. The percentages of correct trials were
measured at each ISI to obtain the psychometric functions
shown in Fig. 1 A. Stimulus-pair combinations were random-
ized across trials for each ISI condition.

Data Analysis. Because the magnetic field sensors could be
located at different positions in different subjects across
different sessions, three spatially invariant response measures
were computed to facilitate comparisons across subjects.

First, we obtained the rms waveform for each stimulus
condition computed across all sensors at each time point.
Jackknife procedures were used to estimate the errors of the
mean across subjects at each time point (29). To examine
differences in evoked responses between reading impaired
adults and controls as a function of time, two-way ANOVA
with time and group as factors was performed on 90-ms sliding
and nonoverlapping epochs of the rms response.

Second, to examine the average cross-sensor coherence in
the evoked response, spatial-frequency singular-value decom-
position analysis methods were used. This analysis allows
characterization of the average coherence across all channels,
rather than examining pairwise coherence (30). In this
method, the time-domain magnetic field data across all sensors
was first projected into a local time-frequency domain by
filtering through a bank of ortho-normal discrete prolate
spheroidal sequence functions that were parameterized by a

FIG. 1. (A) Behavioral performance at a task in which subjects had
to identify and temporally order rapidly successive brief (20-ms
duration) tonal stimuli that in some trials did, and in other trials did
not, differ in frequency. Performance was defined during MEG
recording sessions conducted for poor readers and controls (10–12).
The normal readers in the control group performed this task with
almost no errors. Poor readers (see Methods for subject selection)
made many errors, even at long (500-ms) ISIs. All poor readers
performed better at longer than at shorter ISIs. (B) Examples of
evoked magnetic responses recorded in the 37 channels centered on
left hemisphere auditory cortex, averaged from '100 artifact-free
presentation of stimulus-pairs at 200-ms ISI in a control subject. The
timing of stimulus events is indicated in green. (C–E) Examples of rms
waveforms computed across sensors at each time sample for three
different control subjects, for tonal stimulus pairs presented with
200-ms ISIs. Stimulus events are indicated in green. Small vertical
arrows mark the 100-ms poststimulus time (the time of occurrence of
the expected evoked M100 response) for the initial and the second
stimulus of the pair. (F) Example of evoked magnetic field response
for a 200-ms ISI condition for a poor-reading subject. Whereas a
normal-strength response was evoked by the first stimulus, the second
rapidly successive stimulus evoked only a weak response. (G–I)
Example rms waveforms from three poor-reading subjects.
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time-bandwidth factor. Performing a singular-value decom-
position on this projection matrix at each frequency, a measure
of coherence was then given by the ratio of the power in the
leading eigenmode to the total power. A complete coherent
response at each frequency, C(f), is equal to unity at all
frequencies and for a uniform random process, C(f) ' 1/K,
where K is the number of degrees of freedom in the spectral
estimation procedure (29). For statistical purposes, magnitude
coherence was transformed by using a hyperbolic tangent
operator, Q(f) 5 =2NW 21 tanh21 (C(F)), where NW is the
time-bandwidth factor, which was chosen to be seven for all
calculations. This transformed average cross-sensor coherence
was computed over a 750-ms time window following the first
stimulus of pair. Jackknife procedures were used to estimate
the variance of the mean coherence. Differences in this
average coherence as a function of frequency between reading-
impaired adults and controls were analyzed by using a two-way
ANOVA with frequency and group as factors. Analysis was
performed over 5 Hz sliding and nonoverlapping frequency
ranges.

Finally, for each subject, a spherical model was fit to their
digitized head shape, and the location, orientation, and am-
plitude of a single equivalent current dipole tangential to the
surface of the model sphere were estimated for each point in
time from the average evoked response filtered between 1 and
20 Hz. The origin of the coordinate system used was the
midpoint between the pre-auricular points; the x axis (antero-
posterior) joined the origin to the nasion. The y axis (latero-
medial) passed between the pre-auricular points; the z axis
(infero-superior) was perpendicular to the x–y plane. The
M100 response latency was defined as the time of occurrence
of the maximum rms magnetic field amplitude in the 90–130
ms poststimulus time window after each stimulus, subject to a
model data correlation greater than 0.95. Locations of esti-
mated dipoles of the M100 response were verified, for each
subject, to lie within bounds of normal variability in the
locations of auditory cortex (31–33). Unpaired t tests were
performed to compare the M100 response locations, latencies,
M100 rms and M100-iQi (see Table 1).

RESULTS

Behavioral data for the temporal ordering task performed
during MEG recordings are shown in Fig. 1 A for both exper-
imental and control subjects. Subjects in the control group
performed this task with almost no errors. Subjects in our
experimental group performed poorly at shorter ISIs and
above threshold at a longer ISI of 500 ms, although even at the
longest ISI, they did not perform as well as control subjects.
These data demonstrate the behavioral auditory processing
deficits observed in these experimental subjects.

Representative evoked magnetic field responses to brief
(20-ms) and rapidly successive stimuli recorded in all 37
channels of the sensor array are shown for a poor reader and

a control subject in Fig. 1 B and F. In this control subject (Fig.
1B), many channels with a strong evoked response to a first
stimulus, peaking '100 ms after the stimulus onset, also
responded strongly to a second short-duration stimulus occur-
ring 200 ms later. However, in this poor reader (Fig. 1F),
although a clear response was elicited by the first stimulus in
many channels, only a weak response was elicited by a second
stimulus occurring 200 ms later.

To visualize and facilitate the comparison of responses
independent of the position of individual sensors in the MEG
recording array, rms waveforms were computed across the 37
magnetic recording channels at each time point for each ISI
condition. Examples of rms waveforms elicited by successive
and brief stimuli separated by 200 ms in three representative
subjects from experimental and control groups are illustrated
in Fig. 1 C–E and G–I, respectively. Two differences between
experimental and control subjects were immediately evident in
these representative examples. First, the amplitudes of re-
sponses in the 150- to 200-ms period after a stimulus were
generally stronger in experimental subjects than in controls.
Second, the responses evoked by a second brief stimulus
(presented in these examples with an ISI of 200 ms) were lower
in experimental subjects than in controls.

Averaged rms and rms-difference responses to successive
brief stimuli expressed across the population in the two groups
are shown in Fig. 2. rms responses for stimuli separated by 500
ms are shown in Fig. 2 A, where the first 500 ms of poststimulus
time represents the responses evoked by the application of a
single (the initial) stimulus. Response peaks at '100 ms after
a stimulus are commonly referred to as the ‘‘M100 response,’’
which in MEG recordings could be localized to the primary
auditory cortex and its environs (32) (see Table 1).

M100 responses for each stimulus of a pair were not
significantly different between controls and experimental sub-
jects at an ISI of 500 ms (P . 0.05; Fig. 2A and Table 1).
However, as indicated by the representative examples shown
earlier, significant differences were observed over a time
window of 125–250 ms in the evoked response to isolated tonal
stimuli between experimental and control populations (P ,
0.0001, see Fig. 2A). These later MEG responses could also be
localized to auditory cortex, but as in earlier studies, with
progressively weaker reliability (33, 34).

In contrast to the 500-ms ISI condition, significant differ-
ences in the M100 response to a second brief stimulus were
found for the 200-ms ISI condition (P , 0.05; see Table 1).
However, responses evoked by a second stimulus occurring at
200 ms ISI and at lower ISIs were complexly summed with the
ongoing responses to the first stimulus. To overcome that
problem, rms difference functions were created for each
experimental and control subject by subtracting rms responses
evoked by a single stimulus from the response evoked by a
stimulus pair. This analysis for 200-ms and 100-ms ISI condi-
tions revealed highly significant differences between the ex-
perimental and control groups, in the M100 response to the

Table 1. M100 response latencies, amplitudes, and dipole strengths

Tone ISI, ms

M100 latency, ms M100 rms, fT M100 iQi, nA-m

Poor readers
Good

readers Poor readers
Good

readers Poor readers
Good

readers

First 20-ms 500 106 6 8 96 6 5 116 6 8 130 6 16 35 6 7 47 6 9
Second 20-ms 500 89 6 9 109 6 10 59 6 9 69 6 7 31 6 6 21 6 13
Second 20-ms 200 107 6 7 115 6 12 79 6 9* 110 6 13 20 6 3* 34 6 6

Model-independent (rms) and model-dependent (iQi) amplitudes are shown for the different conditions. These data were obtained from the
averaged evoked response in each sensor filtered between 0 and 20 Hz, for each ISI condition. In spite of the interference between the responses
to each stimulus in the 200-ms ISI condition, significant differences were observed between the M100 responses after the second stimuli. All of
these single-equivalent current dipoles were localized to within primary auditory cortex and its immediate environs, and the locations were neither
significantly different across these different conditions nor between poor and good readers 4.0 6 0.3 cm antero-posterior, 5.0 6 0.1 cm latero-medial,
5.8 6 0.2 cm inferio-superior, see Methods for coordinate system). Note that there were also no significant differences in M100 latencies. Values
shown are mean 6 SEM. p, P , 0.05.
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second stimulus, contributed solely by the second stimulus
(P , 0.0001, Fig. 2 B and C).

In addition to the differences in the time-domain response
dynamics and M100 responses to a second stimulus delivered
at ISI of 100 and 200 ms, significantly weaker cross-sensor
response coherence also was recorded in the experimental
group when compared with controls (Fig. 3A, P , 0.001).
Distributed response coherence population differences were
much lower when successive stimulus events were presented at
a longer ISI of 500 ms (Fig. 3B).

DISCUSSION

This study in adults who are poor readers directly demonstrates
differences in evoked responses originating from the primary
auditory cortex and its immediate environs that correlate with
concurrently measured behavioral deficits in the individuation
and discrimination of successively occurring stimuli. It dem-
onstrates that in these individuals, there are fundamentally
different cortical response dynamics generated by brief stimuli,

along with substantially weaker cortical responses to rapidly
successive stimuli across the same time-scale over which these
individuals exhibited degradation in detection, recognition,
and discrimination of rapidly successive simple and complex
acoustic stimuli.

How do the three aspects of neurological response differ-
ence recorded in this study relate to one another? An initial
stimulus event appears to generate stronger than normal
poststimulus inhibition. Hypothetically, with deeper, pro-
longed suppression or inhibition, the recovery time governing
the capacity of the cortex to respond to a rapidly following
input event is lengthened. Along with smaller distributed
neural activation evoked by any brief event within a .200-ms
time window after the first event, there is a large difference in
the distributed response coherence marking the salient fea-
tures, (e.g., the intrasyllabic sound parts of words) of a
multicomponent stimulus in this time domain. Clearly, these
findings directly relate to experiments on temporal integration
of brief and successive stimuli and to ‘‘sensory memory trace’’
experiments which, to date, have been conducted only in
normal subjects (35–38).

The average sensor array coherence reported in this study is
a sensor-position independent measure of distributed response
coherence(30) that reflects the degree of response synchrony
in the underlying neuronal generators of A-1 and its environs.
In studies conducted in animal models, it has been shown that
complex acoustic events are represented in primary auditory
cortex by distributed, strongly temporally coordinated (‘‘co-
herent’’) populations of excited neurons (39). Our observation
of weaker b- and g-band coherence for shorter (but not for
longer) ISIs in experimental subjects is consistent with the

FIG. 2. Mean rms and rms-difference waveforms recorded from
good-reader (thick blue lines) and poor-reader (thin red lines) subject
groups. Error bars indicate jackknife error estimates of the mean
across subjects at each time sample. For clarity, error bars (one-sided)
are shown at every fifth time point. Stimulus events are indicated in
green. Stars indicate epochs, computed over 90-ms nonoverlapping
sliding time windows, that were statistically significant at P , 0.0001.
(A) rms waveforms for stimulus pair with 500-ms ISIs. (B and C) rms
difference waveforms for stimulus pairs with 100 (B) and 200 (C) ms
ISIs. These rms differences were computed for each subject by
subtracting the rms for the 500-ms ISI condition from the rms
waveforms in the 100- and 200-ms ISI conditions over the first 500-ms
poststimulus period. These waveforms reflect the sole contribution of
the second stimulus to the response. Stars indicate the center of
90-ms-epoch windows in which differences in the responses to the
second stimulus were statistically significant between poor readers vs.
good readers at P , 0.0001.

FIG. 3. Average transformed magnitude coherence across sensors
expressed over a 750-ms period after the first stimulus of a pair in good
readers (thick blue) and poor readers (thin red), at 200 ms (A) and 500
ms (B) ISIs. Mean 6 one-sided jackknife errors are shown. The dashed
line indicates the coherence obtained by random chance. Stars indicate
the center of 5-Hz nonoverlapping sliding frequency windows in which
coherence is statistically significant (for small stars P , 0.01, and large
stars, P , 0.001). Significant differences were observed in b- and
g-band ranges (20–60 Hz).
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hypothesis that coherence in this frequency range contributes
to stimulus discrimination and recognition, and to figure–
ground (signal–noise) stimulus distinctions (40), which appear
to be degraded in this subject population (41). Interestingly, in
contrast to earlier studies that have reported clear peaks within
the g-band in the spectra of individual channels in the range
of 20–40 Hz (42), the coherence recorded in this study did not
exhibit a peak in the b/g-range frequency, in either poor
readers or normal controls.

Several behavioral studies on reading-impaired adults and
children have revealed a significant correlation between read-
ing ability and performance in successive auditory signal
reception. Indeed, in the population of poor readers drawn
from the general population in the present study, the great
majority had abnormal perceptual processing of brief, rapidly
successive stimuli. Subjects identified as reading impaired in
these studies presumably fall on the tail of a continuous
distribution of reading-ability and correlated auditory signal
processing abilities for processing successive signals (43). Ad-
ditional studies with larger populations of subjects are required
to determine whether the physiological responses to successive
events also are correlated with reading and auditory processing
abilities across the wider human population distribution, as
indicated by the earlier psychophysical studies and these initial
MEG imaging studies. It should be noted that we excluded a
very small minority of poor readers whose performance on a
battery of auditory psychophysical tests assaying abilities to
distinguish between, recognize, and sequence rapidly succes-
sive acoustic inputs appeared to be normal. We believe that the
neurology of such a class of subjects, which appears to repre-
sent ,5–10% of poor-reading adults, is very different than that
of the larger, main population of reading-impaired individuals.

Although reported differences in successive signal process-
ing are presumably not unequivocally limited to our experi-
mental and control subject population comparisons, several
electroencephalography, brain imaging, and behavioral studies
have described phenomenology that relate to the current
observations. McAnally and Stein (44) have shown that fre-
quency-following far-field potential responses evoked by mod-
ulated acoustic stimuli are weaker in dyslexic than in normal
adults. Witton and colleagues (13) have shown that there is a
specific deficit in acoustic frequency-modulation rate discrim-
ination at low modulation frequencies that may well reflect a
weakness in response to rapidly successive acoustic stimulus
events relevant for speech feature representation. Neville and
colleagues (45) have shown that there are differences in the
early and late responses to brief auditory stimuli presented at
short ISIs in language-learning impaired children who perform
poorly in an acoustic temporal ordering task. Several investi-
gators have shown differences in spontaneous b- and g-band
power in the electroencephalography signals between adults
and children with reading-impairment compared with normals
(46, 47). Kraus and colleagues (48) have shown that there are
differences in ‘‘mismatch negativity’’ responses 300–600 ms
poststimulus, in language-impaired children. Mismatch nega-
tivity responses correlated with the ability of those children to
differentiate phonetic stimuli, and mismatch negativity was
weak or absent in subjects in which phonetic distinctions were
not accurately made. Although the experimental paradigms of
the present study differ significantly from these mismatch
negativity studies, we have also observed differences in the
responses evoked '400–700 ms after the first stimulus for
short ISIs of 100 and 200 ms (P , 0.0001, data not shown),
consistent with the findings of Kraus and colleagues as well as
those of other investigators who have shown abnormal late
response effects that relate directly to the accuracy of aural
speech reception in reading-impaired adults (49–53). It should
be noted that although earlier events in the evoked responses
recorded in our study could be localized to auditory cortex,
these later poststimulus time responses could not be reliably

localized to a specific source modeled as a single-equivalent
current dipole.

Two other MEG studies and an electroencephalography
study of visual processing in reading-impaired adults have also
provided evidence that responses evoked in both the visual and
‘‘speech’’ cortical domains have longer latencies than in nor-
mal individuals (54–56). These large differences in signal
timing may relate to the prolonged response recovery times
recorded in successive signal presentation in the current study.
A number of other studies have argued that reading-impaired
adults commonly also have deficits in visual high-speed signal
discrimination and recognition (57–60). It remains to be
determined whether these visual deficits ontogenetically pre-
cede, parallel, or follow closely related auditory perceptual
deficits now known to emerge in infants in the first year of life
(61). It also remains to be determined how deficits associated
with early reading failure relate to persistent expressions of
deficits recorded in adults. It should be noted that acoustic-
processing deficits and the neurological ‘‘deficits’’ recorded
here comprise only a part of the complex abnormal neurology
of reading-impaired individuals, and that a direct linkage of
the neurological deficit described here to the origins of or to
the expressions of poor reading ability remains to be estab-
lished.

CONCLUSION

This study provides further evidence that most reading-
impaired individuals have an enduring ‘‘deficit’’ in their cor-
tical processing of brief and rapidly successive inputs, paral-
leled by a fundamental difference in the fidelity of the pro-
cessing of detailed features of rapidly successive and rapidly
changing acoustic inputs. When coupled with related psycho-
physical and electrophysiological studies, these data clearly
suggest that this abnormal signal-processing ‘‘problem,’’ in at
least most reading-impaired adults, is lifelong. We emphasize
that this demonstration of a cortical entry-level impairment
does not rule out the contribution of ‘‘top-down’’ effects on
receptive deficits. Differences could potentially arise via top-
down effects either from multiple cognitive consequences
derived from abnormal language learning and usage or from
fundamental deficiencies in attentional or memory resources
critical for language development and processing. Neverthe-
less, because the auditory cortex represents a main gateway for
acoustic information entry into the aural speech representa-
tional system, these findings strongly suggest that acoustic
reception in reading-impaired adults develops with fundamen-
tal processing and learning-derived representational forms of
complex acoustic inputs like speech that differ substantially
from normals. Such representational differences could have
widespread consequences for speech and language learning,
representation, and usage and for subsequent phonological-
to-orthographic symbol representation in reading.
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